A better
way to buy on
Amazon Business

Teampay’s patented distributed spend management platform helps technology-enabled
companies proactively manage all types of purchasing, made by anyone, from end-to-end. By
unifying the entire process from request to reconciliation, Teampay’s automated workflows
reduce manual work, ensure accurate data, and eliminate the frustration of month-end close.
Teampay integrates with Amazon Business for a seamless buying experience with proactive
controls built in. Employees are guided through the process, selecting items from Amazon
Business and purchasing them with minimal clicks. The integration provides an effortless
experience for employees, and Finance is assured that all purchases are made in compliance.

How it works
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User starts their request
in Teampay
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Teampay sends the user
to Amazon Business
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I need to buy a
monitor from
Amazon.com
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User gets redirected to
Teampay to submit request

I need to buy a monitor
from Amazon.com
1 ASUS Acer 15 inch
Submit

User selects items and
shipping address

$500.00
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Purchase request is
routed to the approver

New request for ASUS
Acer 15 inch monitor
from Amazon.com
Approve
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Once approved, the purchase
is completed automatically

Your purchase has
been aproved!

Deny

Transaction data is sent to your
accounting system, pre-coded
and automatically reconciled

With Teampay’s
Amazon Business
integration, you can:
Provide an effortless employee
experience
Employees have one place to request access
to company funds, without having to remember
a patchwork of policies and rules. When users
need to make a purchase through Amazon Business,
Teampay’s conversational interface guides them
through the buying process, eliminating unnecessary
steps or the need to ask the office manager to make a
purchase for you.

We have a mindset of
building at pace, and this
integration helps us do just
that. From start to finish,
it’s a really slick experience.
Anna Hockey
VP Finance and Accounting
Backlot Cars

Ensure compliance
Teampay automatically enforces your spend policy by routing the pre-coded
purchase request to the right approvers. Amazon Business Prime customers can
provide a more tailored experience by pre-approving items within your catalog,
curbing requests for non-catalog spend.

Maximize visibility into all transactions
Teampay gives real-time visibility and insights across all spending, including purchases
made through your Amazon Business account. Purchases are automatically uploaded
into the general ledger as they happen and are correctly coded, saving the finance
team valuable time. With automated reconciliation and visibility into committed
spend, your finance teams gain the agility they need to make smarter, and faster,
decisions.
With Teampay, employees love the effortless experience, Finance teams have confidence in
their numbers, and Procurement teams breathe easy knowing that all spending is pre-approved.
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